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Abstract
Objectives:Although platinum-based chemotherapy is widely used for advanced ovarian cancer (OC), genetic polymorphisms can
influence the chemotherapeutic response. This study investigated the association between XRCC1 polymorphisms Arg194Trp,
Arg280His, and Arg399Gln, and overall survival (OS) in OC patients who received platinum-based chemotherapy.

Methods: We systematically searched PubMed, Embase, the Cochrane library, Chinese National Knowledge Infrastructure,
Wanfang, and Weipu databases for relevant studies from inception to October, 2017. OS was calculated using a random-effects
model. Sensitivity, subgroup, and publication bias analyses were also performed.

Results: Five studies involving 1159OCpatientswere included.When comparedwith 194ArgArg, 194TrpTrp (hazard ratio [HR] 1.09,
95%confidence interval [CI] 0.71–1.69,P= .69) and 194TrpArg (HR1.00, 95%CI 0.78–1.28,P= .98) carrierswere not associatedwith
OS. Similarly, comparedwith 280ArgArg carriers, neither 280HisHis (HR 1.39, 95%CI 0.82 to�2.34,P= .22) nor 280HisArg (HR 0.98,
95%CI0.73 to�1.31,P= .90) affectedOS.Furthermore, therewerenosignificantdifferences inOSbetween399GlnGln (HR1.00,95%
CI 0.46–2.16, P> .99), 399GlnArg (HR 1.05, 95% CI 0.81–1.37, P= .70), and 399ArgArg. Finally, subgroup analysis suggested that
399GlnGln significantly decreasedOSwhen the percentage of III or IV caseswas>80.0% (HR1.79, 95%CI 1.22–2.62,P= .003), while
OS was increased when this percentage was <80.0% (HR 0.47, 95% CI 0.28–0.79, P= .004).

Conclusions: This study indicated that XRCC1 Arg194Trp, Arg280His, and Arg399Gln did not affect OS after platinum-based
chemotherapy in OC patients. However, disease status could affect the relationship between Arg399Gln and OS in these patients.

Abbreviations: CI = confidence interval, HR = hazard ratio, MOOSE = Meta-analysis of Observational Studies in Epidemiology,
NOS =Newcastle–Ottawa Scale, OC = ovarian cancer, OS = overall survival, XRCC1 = x-ray repair cross-complementing protein 1.
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1. Introduction

Ovarian cancer (OC) is the eighth most common cancer and fifth
leading cause of cancer death among women, with an estimated
3% of cancers and 6% of cancer deaths.[1] Currently, the
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standard treatment strategy for OC is a platinum (cisplatin or
carboplatin) and a taxane-based chemotherapy (docetaxel or
paclitaxel).[2,3] However, there is still a high incidence of relapse
and death due to OC in patients receiving modern chemotherapy,
which accounts for nearly 55% of cancer deaths after 5-year
follow-up periods.[4,5] This difference in survival time might be
related to inherited variants in genes, which, in turn, are
correlated with the metabolism and resistance to these
chemotherapy agents.[6]

Several polymorphisms have been illustrated to affect the
activity of platinum agents, with the most common being DNA
repair and glutathione S-transferase genes. X-ray repair cross
complementing group 1 (XRCC1), a DNA repair gene, encodes a
protein involved in the repair of single-strand breaks and in base
excision repair of endogenous and exogenous oxidants. The
common polymorphisms in XRCC1 are Arg194Trp, Arg280His,
and Arg399Gln. Numerous studies have already illustrated the
impact of XRCC1 on breast, colorectal, thyroid, non-Hodgkin
lymphoma, lung, prostate, hematological, bladder, gastric,
glioma, and hepatocellular carcinoma risk and prognosis.[7–16]

However, the association between XRCC1 and overall survival
(OS) in OC patients receiving platinum-based chemotherapy has
not been determined. Several studies have reported the impact
of XRCC1 polymorphisms Arg194Trp, Arg280His, and
Arg399Gln on OS in OC receiving platinum-based chemothera-
py. However, these results were not consistent,[17–21] with some
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studies indicating that these polymorphisms could improve OS,
while others have reported differently. Thus, this study
performed a meta-analysis summarizing the available data to
investigate the impact of Arg399Gln, Arg194Trp, and
Arg280His polymorphisms on the OS of OC patients receiving
platinum-based chemotherapy.
2. Methods

2.1. Data sources, search strategy, and selection criteria

This review was performed according to the Meta-analysis of
Observational Studies in Epidemiology (MOOSE) guidelines
issued in 2000.[22] Two authors systematically searched
electronic databases to select all studies relating to the impact
of XRCC1 polymorphisms Arg194Trp, Arg280His, and
Arg399Gln on OS in OC receiving platinum-based chemothera-
py. The electronic databases PubMed, Embase, the Cochrane
library, Chinese National Knowledge Infrastructure, Wanfang,
and Weipu were searched with the following core search terms:
(ovarian or ovary) and (neoplasms or cancer or neoplasm or
carcinoma or tumor) and (platinum or cisplatin or carboplatin or
nedaplatin or oxaliplatin) and (“X-ray repair complementing
defective repair in Chinese hamster cells 1” or “X-ray repair cross
complementing 1” or XRCC1). We conducted manual search for
the reference lists of retrieved studies or relevant review to
identify additional published studies. To identify unpublished
literature, databases of abstracts were searched and contact with
authors was also used.
Studies were considered eligible if they fulfilled all of the

following criteria: participants: all included patients were
diagnosed with OC; intervention: all included patients received
platinum-based chemotherapy; control: all studies included
comparisons of different categories of the polymorphic genotypes
XRCC1 Arg194Trp, Arg280His, or Arg399Gln; outcomes: all
studies reported the OS in patients with different genotypes. The
study selection process was performed by 2 authors indepen-
dently; and a third author determined the final criteria for any
inconsistencies.

2.2. Data collection and quality assessment

Two authors were responsible for the extraction of data from
eligible studies using a standardized data extraction table.
Disagreements were resolved by group discussion or a third
author, if consensus could not be reached. First author’s name,
publication year, country, sample size, mean age, percentage of
each category of disease stage, tumor grade, tumor type, and OS
for each category of genotypes were collected. Bias of individual
studies was examined by 2 authors independently, according to
the Newcastle–Ottawa Scale (NOS) score, which is quite
comprehensive when evaluating the quality of observational
studies in meta-analysis.[23] The bias of selection (4 items),
comparability (1 item), and outcome (3 items) were assessed
during this process.

2.3. Data synthesis and analysis

To determine the impact of XRCC1 polymorphisms Arg194Trp,
Arg280His, and Arg399Gln on OS in OC patients who received
platinum-based chemotherapy, hazard ratios (HRs) with its 95%
confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated. A random-effects
model was performed to address underlying variation among the
included studies.[24,25] Heterogeneity in the pooled analyses was
2

determined by statistical analyses, using the Q statistic for
homogeneity and the I2 statistic. P value of<.10 or I2>50%was
regarded as significant heterogeneity.[26,27] Sensitivity analyses
were performed to evaluate the influence of single studies on
overall analysis.[28] Subgroup analyses, including mean age
(≥50.0 vs <50.0 years), disease stage (percentage of III and IV
≥80.0% vs <80.0%), and study quality (NOS ≥7 vs <7), were
conducted. Publication biases were estimated by using funnel
plots, and Egger and Begg tests.[29,30] Two-sided P value less than
.05was regarded as statistically significant. All statistical analyses
were performed using the STATA software (version 10.0; Stata
Corporation, College Station, TX).
2.4. Ethical approval

As this article is a meta-analysis of the previous work of literature,
in which informed consent has already been obtained by the
previous clinical researcher, hence approval of the ethics
committee was not required.
3. Results

3.1. Search results

Figure 1 presents the whole process of study selection. There were
601 potentially relevant articles identified after the systematic
search of electronic databases and manual searches. After
reviewing titles or abstracts, 562 of them were excluded due
to duplicate and irrelevant titles, leaving 39 articles for further full
text review. Twenty-five studies were discarded at the stage of full
text review. Among the remaining 14 citations, 5 studies were
finally identified and included for analysis[17–21]; the rest of them
were excluded for the following reasons: incomparable data,
nonrelevant genotypes, and focus on other outcomes.

3.2. Study characteristics

The characteristics of all included studies are listed in Table 1.
Five studies reporting 1159 OC patients who received platinum-
based chemotherapy were included in this study. These articles
were all published in English, and their year of publication ranged
from 2012 to 2016. The sample size ranged from 106 to 335
patients and the mean age ranged from 46.4 to 54.0 years.
Further, Table 1 provides information on the disease status,
tumor grade, and tumor type. Study quality was assessed using
the NOS score; 3 studies had a score of 7, while the remaining 2
studies had a score of 6.
3.3. Arg194Trp

The summary results showed that 194TrpTrp (HR 1.09, 95% CI
0.71–1.69, P= .69; Fig. 2A) and 194TrpArg (HR 1.00, 95% CI
0.78–1.28, P= .99; Fig. 2B) carriers were not associated with OS
improvement in OC patients treated with platinum-based
chemotherapy as compared with 194ArgArg. Significant hetero-
geneity was observed among 194TrpTrp versus 194ArgArg (I2=
50.0%, P= .092) studies, while no evidence of heterogeneity was
found among 194TrpArg versus 194ArgArg (I2=0.0%, P= .93)
studies. The findings of sensitivity and subgroup analyses were
consistent with overall analysis (Table S1, S2, and Table 2, http://
links.lww.com/MD/C593). Finally, no evidence of publication
bias was observed (Figs. S1 and S2, http://links.lww.com/MD/
C593).
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of the literature search and trials selection process.
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3.4. Arg280His

Overall, 280HisHis (HR 1.39, 95% CI 0.82–2.34, P= .22;
Fig. 2C) and 280HisArg (HR 0.98, 95% CI 0.73–1.31, P= .90;
Fig. 2D) carriers were not associatedwithOS improvement inOC
patients treated with platinum-based chemotherapy as compared
with 280ArgArg. There were no evidence of heterogeneity among
the included studies on 280HisHis versus 280ArgArg (I2=0.0%,
P= .79) and 280HisArg versus 280ArgArg (I2=0.0%, P= .91).
After sensitivity analysis and sequential exclusion of each study, it
was found that the conclusion was not affected by the exclusion
of any specific study (Tables S3 and S4, http://links.lww.com/
MD/C593). In addition, the results of subgroup analyses were
consistent with overall analysis, as presented in Table 2. Finally,
no significant publication bias was observed (Figs. S3 and S4,
http://links.lww.com/MD/C593).
Table 1

Baseline characteristics of the studies included in the systematic re

First
author

Publication
year Country

Sample
size

Mean
age (y) Disease stage Tum

I
(%)

II
(%)

III
(%)

IV
(%)

G1
(%)

G2
(%)

Zhai[16] 2016 China 106 53.0 0.0 10.4 69.8 19.8 NA NA
Cheng[17] 2012 China 310 47.1 7.5 11.7 72.1 8.7 NA NA
Miao[18] 2012 China 195 NA 8.2 10.8 71.3 9.7 NA NA
Kang[19] 2013 China 213 54.0 31.9 68.1 9.4 35.2
Li[20] 2013 China 335 46.4 9.5 13.7 67.4 9.4 6.9 24.6

3

3.5. Arg399Gln

The summary results showed that 399GlnGln (HR 1.00, 95% CI
0.46–2.16, P> .99; Fig. 2E) and 399GlnArg (HR 1.05, 95% CI
0.81–1.37, P= .70; Fig. 2F) carriers had no impact on OS in OC
patients who received platinum-based chemotherapy as com-
pared with 399ArgArg. Further, substantial heterogeneity was
observed among the included studies on 399GlnGln versus
399ArgArg (I2=82.4%, P= .001), while insignificant heteroge-
neity was detected among those on 399GlnArg versus
399ArgArg (I2=24.5%, P= .26). Sensitivity analysis was con-
ducted, and after each study was sequentially excluded from the
pooled analysis; the conclusion was not affected by the exclusion
of any specific study (Tables S5 and S6, http://links.lww.com/
MD/C593). Subgroup analysis indicated that 399GlnGln
negatively affects OS, as compared with 399ArgArg, when the
view and meta-analysis.

or grade Tumor type
Study
quality

G3
(%)

Serous
(%)

Endometrioid
(%)

Mucinous
(%)

Clear cell
(%)

Undifferentiated
(%)

NA NA NA NA NA NA 6
NA 55.7 12.6 5.6 16.6 9.2 7
NA 55.9 11.8 6.2 17.4 8.7 7
55.4 55.9 21.1 9.9 NA 13.1 6
56.3 61.5 11.6 4.7 5.0 17.2 7
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Figure 2. Forest plots of XRCC1 mutant type homozygote and heterozygote versus wild type homozygote on overall survival in ovarian cancer patients who
received platinum-based chemotherapy. (A) 194TrpTrp versus 194ArgArg. (B) 194TrpArg versus 194ArgArg. (C) 280HisHis versus 280ArgArg. (D) 280HisArg
versus 280ArgArg. (E) 399GlnGln versus 399ArgArg. (F) 399GlnArg versus 399ArgArg.
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percentage of III and IV cases is≥80.0% (HR 1.79, 95%CI 1.22–
2.62, P= .003), while it contributed a beneficial impact on OS
than 399ArgArg if the percentage of III and IV <80.0% (HR
0.47, 95% CI 0.28–0.79, P= .004) (Table 2). Finally, there was
no significant publication bias for 399GlnGln versus 399ArgArg
and 399GlnArg versus 399ArgArg (Figs. S5 and S6, http://links.
lww.com/MD/C593).
4. Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first meta-analysis to
investigate the role of XRCC1 polymorphisms Arg194Trp,
Arg280His, and Arg399Gln, on OS in OC patients who received
platinum-based chemotherapy. This comprehensive quantitative
study included 1159 OC patients from 5 studies with a broad
range of patient characteristics. The summary results from this
study indicated that Arg194Trp, Arg280His, and Arg399Gln did
not affect OS in patients who received platinum-based
chemotherapy. However, 399GlnGln carriers provided conflict-
4

ing conclusions for patients with different disease status as
compared with 399ArgArg.
The Arg194Trp and Arg399Gln genetic polymorphisms are

the most extensively studied single-nucleotide polymorphisms of
XRCC1 gene. These polymorphisms, which lead to the encoded
amino acid changes that might affect the normal function of
XRCC1 protein, might alter the efficiency of DNA repair and
result in carcinogenesis development.[10] But, in our study, we did
not find a significant association between these 2 genes and OC,
which showed good agreement with 2 previous studies conducted
in Russia and Korea.[31,32] Only in further stratified analysis by
disease status, 399GlnGln was shown to be predictive in OS
when different percentage of patients with stage III and IV were
analyzed. Also, a study of 103 patients with stage III and IV
nonsmall cell lung cancer also found XRCC1 Arg399Gln was
associated with a decrease in OS after platinum treatment.[33] So,
it indicates that the use of XRCC1 Arg399Gln polymorphisms
should be investigated in specific disease stage patients with a
larger sample size in the future to ensure a more accurate and
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Table 2

Subgroup analyses according to the mean age, disease status, and study quality.

Outcomes Group HR and 95% CI P Heterogeneity (I2) P for heterogeneity

194TrpTrp Mean age (y)
vs ≥50.0 1.38 (0.71–2.69) .346 7.1 .299
ArgArg <50.0 0.79 (0.44–1.41) .418 46.0 .174

Disease status (%)
≥80.0 1.28 (0.86–1.91) .220 0.0 .575
<80.0 1.00 (0.35–2.88) .999 79.5 .027
Study quality
≥7 1.01 (0.56–1.81) .981 66.9 .049
<7 1.38 (0.71–2.69) .346 7.1 .299

194TrpArg Mean age
vs ≥50.0 0.97 (0.63–1.49) .881 0.0 .935
ArgArg <50.0 1.19 (0.69–2.04) .537 58.2 .092

Disease status
≥80.0 1.26 (0.86–1.83) .231 15.0 .317
<80.0 0.91 (0.64–1.28) .586 0.0 .732
Study quality
≥7 1.16 (0.79–1.70) .442 39.0 .178
<7 0.97 (0.63–1.49) .881 0.0 .935

280HisHis Mean age
vs ≥50.0 3.45 (0.44–26.91) .237 — —

ArgArg <50.0 1.11 (0.49–2.55) .799 0.0 .916
Disease status
≥80.0 1.37 (0.75–2.49) .311 0.0 .734
<80.0 1.45 (0.50–4.19) .491 0.0 .335
Study quality
≥7 1.30 (0.76–2.24) .341 0.0 .884
<7 3.45 (0.44–26.91) .237 — —

280HisArg Mean age
vs ≥50.0 0.92 (0.53–1.58) .763 — —

ArgArg <50.0 0.97 (0.65–1.44) .879 0.0 .560
Disease status
≥80.0 1.11 (0.72–1.71) .651 0.0 .937
<80.0 0.89 (0.60–1.32) .563 0.0 .866
Study quality
≥ 7 1.01 (0.71–1.42) .967 0.0 .786
< 7 0.92 (0.53–1.58) .763 — —

399GlnGln Mean age
vs ≥50.0 0.58 (0.20–1.68) .314 — —

ArgArg <50.0 0.87 (0.23–3.26) .839 91.7 .001
Disease status
≥80.0 1.79 (1.22–2.62) .003 0.0 .698
<80.0 0.47 (0.28–0.79) .004 0.0 .656
Study quality
≥7 1.14 (0.46–2.83) .778 87.0 <.001
<7 0.58 (0.20–1.68) .314 — —

399GlnArg Mean age
vs ≥50.0 1.08 (0.67–1.74) .750 — —

ArgArg <50.0 1.00 (0.59–1.71) 1.000 69.4 .071
Disease status
≥80.0 1.31 (0.92–1.85) .135 0.0 .900
<80.0 0.89 (0.64–1.23) .469 14.6 .279
Study quality
≥7 1.06 (0.73–1.54) .755 49.3 .139
<7 1.08 (0.67–1.74) .750 — —

CI= confidence interval, HR=hazard ratio.
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robust conclusion. XRCC1 Arg280His is also an amino acid
variant, and the codon 280 is located outside the known
functional domains of XRCC1, unlike Arg194Trp and
Arg399Gln .[34] Functional studies using lymphocytes suggested
that the 280His polymorphism diminishes genomic stability.[35]

But, in our study, no association was found between XRCC1
Arg280His and OC prognosis.
5

The result of our study is inconsistent with the conclusion of
previous meta-analysis on predictive value of XRCC1 polymor-
phisms in patients with various cancers, such as lung cancer,
gastric, and colorectal cancer.[36,37] Genetic polymorphisms of
drug target genes, genes involving in detoxification pathways and
DNA repair pathways may influence the anticancer therapeutic
efficacy of platinum drugs and reveal platinum sensitivity in

http://www.md-journal.com
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patients. Therefore, other genetic variations may also be
significantly associated with outcomes, and combined analysis of
various genes for prognosis of platinum-based chemotherapy
should be considered. Furthermore, the sample size and ethnic
factor may be another reason. In our study, the data on other
ethnicities were not available, like Russian[31] or Korean,[32] and
only 5 Chinese studies were included. Therefore, the most
important reason for negative findings by our meta-analyses is
insufficient study power to detect effects. Moreover, the
relationship between ethnic factor and XRCC1 polymorphisms
was not illustrated, which should be considered in future studies.
The limitations of our study were as follows: the adjusted

factors of the extracted data on survival time were different
among the included studies, which might have affected the
progression of the disease and death; substantial heterogeneity
among the studies on 194TrpTrp versus 194ArgArg and OS in
patients who received platinum-based chemotherapy was not
fully addressed by subgroup analysis; subgroup analyses based
on other baseline characteristics of patients were not conducted
because they were not available in the included studies; the
overall results among allele or mutation versus wild types were
not calculated because the results were not available in an
individual study; publication bias was an inevitable problem
because the current study was based on published studies; and
pooled data and individual data were not available, which
prevented detailed analysis.

5. Conclusions

Overall, genetic polymorphisms in XRCC1 gene were not likely
to be associated with OS in OC patients with platinum-based
chemotherapy in Chinese. However, the relationship between
XRCC1 polymorphisms and OS should be investigated more
carefully in well-designed pharmacogenetics and functional
studies with large sample sizes in diverse ethnic populations in
the future.
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